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If you are growing older (or desire to), this publication is for you. What exactly are reverse
mortgages, Roth IRAs, durable powers of lawyer, and disgruntled heirs? Perform I really require a
living will? What are living trusts and should I go to a free seminar? How do i recognize elder
misuse and how about guns in the home? How can I look after my aged parents? How do i fight
age discrimination? How can I protect myself from scams and identity theft? What are assisted
living facilities and how about nursing homes? You don't have to browse the entire book. It will
save you and your family cash, restless nights, and heartbreak. The rest can wait. Want I be
worried about estate taxes? MUST I avoid Probate? Most important, how do i get my family (and
myself) to go over the real issues that will face us? Here they come, ready or not. Never to worry.
What will become my insurance needs? What you ought to know right now is in the first four
chapters. AM I GOING TO have to quit both generating and sex? That is a serious book about
serious occasions, but, in the event that you re not really up for an intermittent joke, or poem,
just put it back.
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An extremely informative and readable book on how to get your home in order As a middle-
aged man who is eying my second act in my own life, I have been reading books about the next
act. This book discusses the legal areas of baby boomers. In the 1st chapter, it quotes, Samuel
Johnson: people more often have to be reminded instead of informed.I really believe that any
baby boomer reading this publication knows he must to be reminded and get his home in order,
whether is establishing a will-A trust or any health power of lawyer but like the majority of
people, folks under no circumstances got around to it. Alive and Kicking This book is a
humorous treatment of the serious business of the legal aspects of aging. It gives basic
information people may use to manage their affairs in addition to indicating when professional
help is necessary, and provides suggestions for initiating family discussions of difficult
complications..I recommend the reserve, the only caveat is it was written 2007, so check your
state and federal laws because they do change. A Must Read I loved this reserve. The humor in
conjunction with terrific tips got me laughing and acquiring notes at the same time. Couldn't
wait for the next topic., I would have provided anything to have this valuable reference for
reference in guidance my customers and servicing especially loss of life claims for my company.
The book is very informative with great quite happy with all the stuff we all have to know.The
book is well crafted in a layman's vocabulary, "Meaning" you can understand what they are
saying and how it pertains to you. As a life insurance agent and estate planner for over 40 years
with New York Life Insurance Co.Charlie Robinson A very informative book we all need to read I
found "Alive and Kicking" and extreamly well written book with information we "all need to
know to reside in todays very fast moving changing culture. Almost all these products in the
publication came up each day coping with widows with no idea how to proceed. In many areas
financial mistakes could possibly be very costly or even devistating to the estates.] is listening.
You'll think every bank, trust, and insurance co. Hegland and Fleming did a terrific job. I've
passed the book to my boomer relatives to get them started on the road to understanding their
parents' requirements as well as their very own estate planning requirements. It really is a great
reserve. I'd recomend it as a must read for anyone. Intelligence with Humor Who would have
thought that serious and important legal and financial issues cannot be dished away with
generous helpings of humor? This book obviously proves that theory incorrect. Informative and
Engaging I have been connected with elder care for several years. The authors make useful
distinctions, predicated on their professional experience, between theory and the real world
especially in issues of living wills, advanced directives, etc. Real World Advice Alive And Kicking
is usually a comprehensive overview of conditions that will or may well accompany aging. Alive
and Kicking: LEGAL SERVICES for Boomers I came across this to be an easy read for an
elaborate subject. This is true for your elderly parents. I've recommended this book on many
occasions. Alive and Kicking is a hit! A straightforward read, the authors hardly ever skip a beat
when it comes to thoroughly discussing what readers have to know about boomer legal issues.
This book is cleverly written however filled up with critical information for those of us in the
market and, more importantly, for children of maturing parents who are thrust into these
challenging situations without warning. This is a must-browse for attorneys, doctors, ministers,
boomers and their children. would make this book a must read for almost all their employees
and present copies to thier cusomers to greatly help them understand their rights. The in a
position humor through the entire book is excellent and the right down to earth writing produces
understandable contents. I am hoping [..My takeaway from the book is simply you need to focus
on your aging and your second act and the more proactive you are , the less tension you will
experience. I would think this reserve wouold be a absoute must for any widow or for example



any senior in or near pension.Larry DurbinPonte Vedra, Florida Very well written book about
important issues This book is so cleverly written and entertaining, it really is almost (but not
quite) possible to skip the incredible level of legal expertise emanating from its pages. Despite
its wide scope of public, medical, and legalities for the over 50 (maybe even over 40) crowd, it
cuts direct through to cover the requirements in each region, in a thoughtful and engaging way.
Given the plethora of badly written books purporting to counsel boomers as they grow older, this
book is definitely a refreshingly concise and completely professional approach. Strongly
suggested. Excellent timing With me on the "brink" of retirement and my dad in hospice this
book cannot have come out at an improved time. WELL DONE. Thanks a lot for covering all the
challenging topics. After, scanning this publication, you would go out of excuses and with legal
zoom and several do-it-yourself opportunities- there actually no excuse. Chock filled with useful
details and every page is amusing. Just hope should you choose have to hire an attorney that
you can find one as experienced and insightful because the authors. Whether your reading
preference is poetic, humorous, pragmatic, or just plain down to earth, Hegland and Fleming
cover tough legal issues in a manner that enables you to want to continue reading! This
information is must to have atlanta divorce attorneys home, whether however boomers or not!
while created with humor, it really is firm is addressing even situations readers may not fully
desire to acknowledge. I personally found a lot of very pertinent details for me personally on
soccial security, tax breaks for seniors, family members financial dealings, that I didn't know
existed.
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